
ficient (ks') is appropriate for the human brain (7,8), and
that the rate of radioactivity accumulation in brain (i.e.,
the net clearance K5) reaches zero at 80-iÂ® mm after
injection of tracer FDG. Therefore,when the k@term is
not included in the model, the K'@term, and consequently
the phosphorylation coefficient (kr) must decline as a
function of time after introduction of tracer.

However, from a practical point of view, the advantage
of the kl'-model, if equally appropriate, is that it yields
more precise measurements ofglucose utilization with one
parameter less in a shorter time than does the M'-model.
For this reason, we investigated whether it was possible to
eliminate the effect of dephosphorylationin the kl'-model
by adjusting the phosphorylation ratio to the correct value.
The constraints permit this adjustment because the appar
ent value of cÂ°(=kl'/k3-ratio, Equation 3) changes as a
function both of the circulation time and the regional
velocity of the dephosphorylation reaction. A global ad
justment is possible if the use of the k@'-modelis limited
to short circulation times (i.e., 20 mm) during which the
effect of regional variations of the dephosphorylation is
minimal.

First, we investigated whether â€˜Pvalues exist that cause
the k3 estimatesfor native glucoseto agreefor the two
models. Second, we answered the question whether the
two models yield identical estimates of the transport and
utilization of glucose. In theory, the best estimate of k@is
one that eliminates the time-dependence of the K@ and
k? estimates observed with the k?-model. Hence, third, we
demonstratedthat the constraintsallowed us to find such
valuesof k@'

METhODS

To estimatethe transfercoefficientsof FDO, we extendedthe
linear,multivariate,least-squaresregressionmethodofBlomqvist
(10) to include the dephosphorylation coefficient of FDO-6-
phosphate(ks') and the correction for the cerebralvascularvol
umein thetissue(V0)(11â€”13):

A5(T) = fl1C@(T) + @2@ CW)dt +@@ f C@(t)dtdu

+ fi4j' A(t)dt +@ I A5(Odtdu.

To improvethemeasurementsof glucosemetabolisminthe
human breln, we imposed biologic constrarnts on the deoxy
glucose model with and without dephosphorylation of FDG
6-phosphate(thek- and k@-modeIs).The constraints included
constant transport and phosphorylatlon ratios (r and SÂ°)and
a commonpartitionvolume(K1/k2)for tracer[18F]FDGand
glucose. In the presence of significant dephOSphOrylatiOn,the
kl-model yielded time-dependent estimates of the phos
phorylation coeffident (k), while the k@-modeIyielded time
independent estimates. However, the two models y@Ided
practically @enticalmeasurements of regional cerebral glu
cose metabolismin PET StUd@Sof six normal volunteers
whenthe phOSphOrylatiOnaffinityratio(thek@/k3ratioof FDG
and glucose)and tracer circulationtime were 0.30 and 20
mm for the kLmodel and 0.33 and 45 mm for the k@-modeI.

J NucI Med 1991;32:692-698

0 improve the measurements of regional cerebral

glucose metabolism in humans, we imposed biologic con
straints on the deoxyglucose model parameters in a pre
vious paper (1). The constraints followed the original
assumptionofSokoloffet al. (2) that both transport across
the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and phosphorylation by
hexokinase of tracer and native glucose obey Michaelis
Menten kinetics. Unlike the lumped constant, the trans
port and phosphorylation ratios between tracer and glu
cose are physiologic constants (r and @P)(3-5). The brain

glucose content can be determined from the partition
volume of a hexose tracer (6). Thus, the transfer coeffi
cients of glucose can be derived directly from the corre
sponding estimates of tracer, if the values of r xand @Pare
known. The use of constraints enabled us to determine
the regional cerebral glucose metabolism in 20 mm after
injection oftracer [â€˜8F]fluorodeoxyglucose(FDG) (1).

We raised the question: Are measurements of regional
cerebral glucose utilization affected by the dephosphoryl
ation of FDO-6 phosphate? Phelps et al. and Huang et al.
demonstrated that inclusion of a dephosphorylation coef
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whereA5(i) and C@(t)are radioactivitiesobservedper cm3of The regionalglucosephosphorylationrate (J@,@)was calculated
brain tissueand per ml of arterial plasma,respectively,where

1@I V0

as:

K5
Jn@TCa@ Eq.7

2 Conventional Method
Eq. In theconventionalmethod,the coefficientsK?',k@,kf, k@,

and Vowere estimated directly, using only Equations 1 and 2.
The lumpedconstantwasfixedat 0.48 in boththe k@'-and ks'
models.In thekr-model,k@'waszero.Forbothmodels,thetracer
circulated for 45 mm and J@wascalculatedby Equation 7.

Choice of Constants of Constrained Method
In the presenceof significantdephosphorylationof FDG-6-

phosphate,thekr-modelrequiresan apparentvalueof SÂ°which
is different from the â€˜true'value in the k2Lmodel(seesection
â€˜Model-dependentSÂ°values'in thediscussion).Havingpreviously
chosenthe most likely apparentvalueofsÂ°for thek@'-model(0.30
at 20 mm), we sought the value of SÂ°for the k2Lmodel that
minimized thedifferencebetweenthe regionalk3valuesof glucose
calculatedfrom the k@estimates(k3= k@/4Â°)of the two models.

PET Studies
WereexaminedpreviousPETstudies(1,12). Briefly,dynamic

Eq 3 measurementsof J@weremadein sixhealthy,oldervolunteers
(age63 Â±3 yr) with the Therascan3128 positron tomograph
(14).Thescanschedulewasten 1-mmscans,five2-mmscans,
andfive5-mmscans,with a totalof 20 scansin 45 mm. Plasma
radioactivity wasdeterminedasfrequentlyaspossibleat first and
thenwithprogressivelylongerintervals,fromthestartoftheslow
(1 mm) injection of FDG.

Fourteen gray matter structures, including the anterior and
Eq.4 middlefrontal,precentral,postcentral,posterioparietal,andoc

cipital cortices, striatum, and thalamus were identified on the
PET imagesonthebasisofa standardanatomicalatlas(12). The
averagesizeof theROIswas3.5cm2(thickness1.7cm),andthe
arterial glucoselevelsofthe subjectsrangedfrom 4.8 to 6.8 mM.

Statistical Tests
The correlationsbetweenthe regionalestimatesyieldedby

differentmethods,models,or conditionswereexpressedby the
coefficient of linear correlation and/or the coefficient of root
mean-squareddeviation (CORMSD), which is given by:

CORMSD(%)= \/â€˜;;-:@:-i,@(Eas___Eh,@2x 100,
I \Ea, + Eh6/

$3 = K1'(kl' + k@) + k@k@V0

$4 = â€”(kr + kt + ks')

$5 â€”k@'k'

and K@'is the unidirectional clearancefrom blood to brain, k@
the fractional clearancefrom brain to blood, and kl' the phos
phorylationcoefficient.

Constrained Method
The validityof the constraintswasinvestigatedin detailin a

previous paper (1). In brief, the Michaelis-Menten kinetics as
sumes that the transport and phosphorylation ratios between
FDG and glucose(r and SÂ°)are real constant (3â€”5)and that the
partition volume ( Vk,k2)is common for tracer and native glucose
and a function ofbrain glucosecontent (6). Mathematically, the
constraints are given by:

K?@ kf KmV',@ax@-@ Kâ€•Tm@@ and-@-=@ Vmax

where K, and Tm,@vare the Michaelis constant and maximal
velocityof the transportand Kmand Vm@the samefor the
phosphorylation reaction. Symbolswith an asterisk(5) refer to
FDGandthosewithoutreferto nativeglucoseand,

V K1 K?' K,VÃ¤+Me
@k2k! K,+Ca

whereM,. @Sglucosecontent in brain, Caarterial plasmaglucose
concentration, and V@the brain water volume.

Thelumpedconstant(A)istheratiobetweenthenetclearances
of FDG and glucose in the kr-model. In the ks-model, we
replacedthe netclearance(zeroin steady-state)with the unidi
rectional clearancefrom the circulation to the metabolic com
partment (K5 = K?k@'/[k@+ kfl). This clearance reflects the
fraction of FDG which is transported into the tissue from the
circulation and further phosphorylated.The lumped constant is
givenby one equation, regardlessofthe model used:

K5 K5
A = -@- = (P + (r â€”St')

Eq.8

whereE@,andE,,,areestimatesof a variablein the ith regionof
interest(ROl) yieldedby two fitting proceduresto be compared
andn thetotalnumberof ROIsexamined(n = 84).

RESULTS

Choice of Constants for Constrained Method
Eq.6 (k-model)

For different S@values of the ld'-model, we calculated
regional phosphorylation coefficients ofglucose (k3) in the
k?'- and k@'-models.The CORMSD betweenthe k3 esti
mates of the two models was smallest with cÂ°values of
0.33, 0.34 and 0.35 (Fig. 1, upper panel). However, for
values larger than 0.33, the k3 estimates of the k?'-model
exceeded those of the k2'-model in an increasing number

Eq.5

Note that the valuesof the K and A termsof the kr-model
declinewith time when dephosphorylationoccurswhile thoseof
the ks-model may remain constant.In a previouspaper(1), we
redefinedk@and kf in terms of K? and K5:

k@_'@+LK dkl'â€” K5 [K?'+ILK@
â€” Vd an K@â€”K[ Vd

where@Lis @Ca/[AK].
In the ks-model,the coefficientsK'@,K?, k@,and V0were

estimateddirectly usingEquations1, 2, 5, and 6 usingdata
obtainedduring the circulation of the tracer for 45 mm. In the
kr-model, the same equations were used with k@'equal to zero
and dataobtainedduringthe first20 mm of FDO circulation.
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FIGURE 2. Regionalestimatesof k of k-V0 fit versusesti
mates of k of K*@K@k@Vo@flt(constrainedmethod only,circula
tion time = 45 mm). In k-V0-flt, regional values of K, k@,and k@
were fixedat the regionalestimatesof the ks-modelat 20 mm
and the k@estimates were adjusted by the â€˜Pratio (0.33/0.3).
Regionalestimatesof k of two fits correlatedwellwith each
other.

linearly correlated, although the estimates of k?', K5 and
A of the k@'-modelexceeded the respective estimates of the
k?'-modelbyCORMSD valuesof 17, 10,and 11%,respec
tively. With the conventional method, the correlation be
tweentheestimatesofthe samevariablesin the two models
was poor except for the vascular volume ( V0).

Magnitude of k4*and Time-Constancy of the Remaining
Estimates

The estimates of k@'averaged 0.018 Â±0.006 min' by
the constrained method and 0.014 Â±0.009 min@ by the
conventional method. The k?'/k@'ratio was 8.6 by the
constrained method and 6.9 by the conventional method.

For fixed values of k@',the time-constancy of the re
maining variables was evaluated between 20 mm and 45
mm (Table 2). The k@'value of 0.0068 min@ (6) was
associated with a 22% decline of the k?' estimates during
this period. This value ofk@'reduced, but did not eliminate,
the time-dependency of K* observed with the k?'-model
(1). A larger value of k@'(0.0136 min@) further reduced
the time-dependency of the estimates of k?'. When the
regional estimates of k@'obtained at 45 mm were used as
fixed values in individual regions, estimates of all remain
ing variables were stable after 20 mm, and the interregional
relations were maintained perfectly.

GlucoseMetabolism
Table 3 shows the mean ratios between the regional

values of glucose utilization of the k?'- and k@'-models,
according to the k@'values used in the analysis. When
determined by the constrained method, the values of Jflel
ofthe two models were independent ofthe choice of value
of k@'and practically identical (Fig. 3). The CORMSD
betweenestimatesofglucoseutilization by the two models
averaged 1.1%(range 0%â€”7%).When determined by the
conventional method, the addition of k@'asa fixed value
increasedthe estimatesof Jne,by 9% and 19% for the
values of 0.0068 and 0.0136 min@, respectively. When

- ;,. . â€”

_,1,@

FIGURE 1. (Upperpanel)CORMSD(%) betweenregionales
timatesof phosphorylationcoefficient(k3)ofglucose,determined
by k@-and k-models, versus SeleCtedvaluesof SOfor k-model.
Valueof â€˜Pfor ks-modelwas fixed at 0.30,accordingto Kuwabara
et al. (1). (Lower panel)Regionalestimates of phosphorylation
coefficient(ks)of ks-modelvs. k:-model for constrainedmethod.

ofregions, as shown in the plot ofthe regional k3estimates
of the two models (Fig. 1, lower panel). For this reason,
we identified 0.33 as the â€œtrueâ€•value of â€˜P.

As shown in Equation 10, the â€˜true'magnitude of k@'in
different regionsmay affect the estimatesof kl' in the k?'
model. For this reason, we independently estimated k@'at
45 mm using the K?, k?', and k@' estimates of the Ks'

model obtained at 20 mm as constants, the so-called
kl'â€”V0fit, but adjustingthe k@'estimatesby the ratio
between the true value of â€˜Pand the apparent value of â€˜P
obtained at 20 mm in the k?'-model (0.33/0.30) to obtain
the true and time-independent value of kl' in the k?'
model. The k?' estimates of the ki'â€”V0fit agreed well with
those of the k2'-model at 45 mm (the so-called K5-
K?-k?'-V0fit) in most regions (Fig. 2). This indicates that
the regional variations of dephosphorylation can be ig
nored at 20 mm but becomeevident between20 and 45
mm.

CorrelationBetweenParameterEstimatesof
k- and ks-models

The estimates of the transfer coefficients of FDG, the
regionally calculated lumped constant (A), and the regional
cerebral glucoseutilization (Jo,.,)determined by the ks'
and kl' models are listed in Table 1. On the basis of the
constrained method, all variables of the two models were
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ConstrainedMethodAM

xCORMSDUnit
ks-model ks-model Corr@(%)tK@

mlg1 mint 0.087Â±0.014 0.085Â±0.014 0.962.8k@
min1 0.203Â±0.030 0.200Â±0.030 0.981.9k@
min1 0.127Â±0.046 0.150Â±0.064 0.9415.0k@
min1 â€” 0.018Â±0.006 â€”â€”K
mlg' min1 0.032Â±0.006 0.035Â±0.007 0.997.1V0
mlg@1 0.033Â±0.012 0.035Â±0.012 0.927.2V.
mlg1 0.43Â±0.03 0.43Â±0.03 0.981.3A

ratio 0.60 Â±0.06 0.65 Â±0.07 0.947.6,Jnâ€¢t
@moI 100 g-' min1 30.1 Â± 5.4 29.2 Â± 5.5 0.991.1Conventional

MethodAM

xCORMSDks-model
ks-model Con.*(%)tK@

mlg1 min'@ 0.068Â±0.011 0.077Â±0.016 0.8611.6k@
min' 0.092Â±0.039 0.146Â±0.069 0.7342.7k@
min1 0.054Â±0.012 0.098Â±0.031 0.2157.0k@
mirr' â€” 0.014Â±0.009 â€”â€”K
mlg' min1 0.026Â±0.005 0.032Â±0.005 0.6120.2V0
mlg1 0.049Â±0.017 0.044Â±0.018 0.9514.4V.
mlg1 0.94Â±0.60 0.74Â±0.64 0.9132.8A

ratio (0.48) (0.48) â€”â€”Jnâ€¢t
@mcl I 00 g1 min1 30.5 Â± 57* 36.8 Â± 6.5* 0.6320.2a

Coefficientof linearcorrelation.t
Coefficient of mean root-mean-squared deviation(%).*

In conventional method, a fixed lumped constant wasused.ki'

was included as a parameter,the differencesbetween included in the model (the ks-model). We also demon
the regional estimates of the two models were as large as strated that a model without the k@'term (thek?-model)20%

and the estimateswerepoorlycorrelated(r = 0.63, yieldedidenticalmeasurementsof regionalcerebralglu
Table 1). coseutilization with only 20 mm of tracercirculation.The

constrained method is a return to theoriginalDISCUSSION
approachintroducedbySokoloffetal. (2); themovements
of glucose and tracer are strictly related to each otheratWe

have demonstrated that the use of biologic con- the two interfacesofthe three-compartmentmodel, i.e.,atstraints
interfereslittle with the appropriatedescription of the BBB and at the enzyme hexokinase(3-5).Constantthe

time course of tracer FDG and native glucose uptake transport and phosphorylation ratios (r and â€˜P)replacedinto
brain when the dephosphorylation coefficient k@'is the lumped constant and described the uptake oftracerTABLE

2Effects
of Fixed k@Values on Time-Constancy of RemainingEstimatesk@

= 0.0068min' k@= 0.0136mirr' k@= regionalk@(T =45)1=20

T=45 Corr T=20 T=45 Corr@ T=20 T=45CorrK@,

0.086 ,@ 0.095 0.82 0.085 ? 0.090 0.88 0.084 â€”@ 0.0850.98k@
0.199 1' 0.202 0.93 0.199 1' 0.207 0.94 0.196 â€”â€˜ 0.1970.99k@
0.134 \ 0.111 0.88 0.143 \ 0.129 0.90 0.151 â€”. 0.1490.97K*
0.033 \ 0.032 0.95 0.034 â€”. 0.034 0.97 0.035 â€”@ 0.0350.99V0
0.035 @* 0.024 0.45 0.035 \ 0.029 0.57 0.036 â€”â€˜ 0.0350.95A
0.63 \ 0.59 0.69 0.64 \ 0.62 0.78 0.66 â€”. 0.660.96Jnâ€¢t

28.6 â€”. 29.1 0.98 29.7 â€”* 30.2 0.99 29.1 â€”* 29.20.99a

Coefficientof linearcorrelationbetweenT = 20 andT = 45mm.Arrows
indicate increase (19, decreased (\), or no change (â€”.)at a 3% (mean RSD) level.

TABLE I
Estimates of Transfer Coefficients of FDGand Their Correlations Between k@-and ks-models
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Jnet ratio : J,,@[k@-mod&h/J,,,[k@,-modelJ

k@(min') 0.0068 0.0136 regionalk@

Valuesaremeansandstandarddeviation.
* Mean values of@ were different at 5% level, i.e. , J,@t[k@-modelj

< J,,.,[k@= 0.0068< J,,4k@ = 0.01 36 = Jmt[@-estimatesJ.

into brain by two coefficients; the unidirectional rate of
transport (K?) and the unidirectional rate of phosphoryl
ation (K5). In a previous paper, we demonstrated that the
use of the constraints corrected the uncertainty of the
parameter estimates observed in the past; i.e., the partition
volume (K1/k2)exceedingthe physiologic limit (the brain
water volume), and BBB transport (k?') rather than hexo
kinase activity (k?') regulating the uptake of FDG into
brain(1).

Model-Dependent â€˜PValues
When it is believed that the k?'-model is more appropri

ate for the human brain (7,8), the use of the k?'-model is
valid only when the following conditions are met: (1)
identical time courses ofFDG and FDG-6-phosphate con
tents in brain (M@(t) and M@(t)) predictedby the k?'-and
k@'-models;and (2) identical transfercoefficientsof native
glucosepredictedby the two models.

The content of FDG in brain at time I is given by:

11 dM5M5'@ â€”â€”IK5C5't' â€”_______e@Jk?'L I ak) di

whereC@(t)is arterial plasmaradioactivity concentration
of tracer and M5(t) total extravascular radioactivity con
tent in brain at time 1. When estimates of K? and k?' of
the two models are in good agreement, as in the caseof
the constrained method, condition 1 holds. In theory,
transfer coefficientsfor the transport acrossthe BBB (K?
and k5) are model-independent because they are functions

@j@ 01020304050Cc)
Jr,t (@@moIhg' mm') Ik@modeI1

TABLE3
k@ValuesversusJ,,@Ratioof ks-modeland k@-model

of the permeability-surface-area product and blood flow
(9).

The k? term, on the other hand, is specifically model
dependent. When condition 1 is met, the difference be
tween the k@estimatesofthe two modelscan be evaluated
by the following equation:

A,f*
M5 â€”k5 k5 k* m@ E 103 â€” 3(4)@ 3(3)= 4 .4f@'(t) â€˜ q.

where the affixes 3 and 4 refer to the k?'- and k@'-models,
respectively.Thus, when dephosphorylation does occur,
the k?-model underestimates the â€˜true'k?' estimates of the
k@'-model.Model-dependent estimates of the k@'-model
allowed us to use a time-dependent value of the phos
phorylation affinity ratio (Se')in the k?'-model. Values of â€˜P
of 0.30 for the k?'-modeland 0.33 for the k@'-modelsatis
fled condition 2.

Equation 10 implies that regional variations of the
phosphorylation reaction, if significant, may require re
gional adjustment of the â€˜Pvalue in the k@'-model. How
ever, we found that regional variations were negligiblefor
a global adjustment made at 20 mm of tracer circulation
for the k?-model, although the regional variations became
evidentat45mm (Fig.2).

The original criteria for the derivation of values for the
constants of the constraints (1) were a mean regional
cortical glucose utilization in elderly controls of 30 @imol
hg' min, a partition volume of 0.43 ml g (15), a
lumped constant close to the value found in the literature
(16,17), and transport and phosphorylation ratios (r and
â€˜P)closeto the respectivevaluesdeterminedin animals(3â€”
5).

Time Constancy of Estimates
The analytical model and the underlying physiology and

biochemistry require that the transfer coefficients of the
model are real constants. Thus, if the k@'-model is an
appropriatedescriptionofthe traceruptake into brain, the
estimatesof transfer coefficients should remain constant
with time after introduction of the tracer.

Several authors have argued that heterogeneous metab
olism within a ROI, not unlikely in the relative largeROIs
observed by PET, violates a precept of the original 2DG
method and causes the observed k?' to decline as a function
of time. Nelson et al. (18) explained the time-dependence
on the grounds that tissue components with high values of
k? have high values of M@'(t)and that the value of k? (see
below) declines as regional differences of M!'(t) decrease
withtime.

When a ROI consistsof n tissueunits, in each of which
we assume homogenous metabolism with K?', k?, and k?'
values of K?',, k?', and k@,and a mass of w@, the observed
k?' value (k?') of the ROI is:

â€”@: w1k?' f@ M@(t)dt

k?'= @w1f@M@(t)dt Eq.!!

Constrainedmethod 0.99Â±0.03 1.00Â±0.02 0.99Â±0.01
Conventionalmethod* 1.09Â±0.02 1.19Â±0.04 1.21Â±0.13

Eq. 9

FIGURE 3. Estimatesof cerebralglucoseutilization(J,,@,)of
ks-model versus k-model for conventional(0) and constrained
(I) methodsof parameterestimation.
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The coefficient of variation of 84 regional k estimates
for six healthy volunteers was 31% at 45 mm with the
constrained method, comparable to previous studies of
longer duration (21%â€”4l%) (7,11,19). Without con

Eq. 12 straints, the coefficientsat 45 mm were in the 60% range
(Table 1) and ( I 7).

Using foTM@'(t)dt= Vdf@cC@(t)â€”M@'(t)/K3,], the equa
tion changes to,

â€” L-I w,K@(lâ€” Opt@ w1K@,

k?' =@ @1Ve(l 0p1)@ >.:w1vt,'

T

where p, = M@'(i)/[K1, fo C@(t)] and K?@,the total clear
ance K?,k@/k2,. Variations of the p term can be expected
to be extremely small, at leastafter 20 mm, becauseMr(t)
<< U C@'(i) and K1, is roughly proportional to M@'(t). Thus,

tissue heterogeneityalone is unlikely to cause a time
dependentdecline of k?' estimatesafter 20 mm from the
introduction of the tracer.

We foundthattheregionalk@'estimatesat 45 mm were
the only k?' values that yielded time-constant estimates of
other coefficients when used as fixed values in the fitting
regression (Table 2). In contrast, when the kT term was
fixed to an arbitrary value of 0.0068 or 0.0136 min', we
found systematicdeviation of other estimatesbetween 20
and 45 mm.

Significance of k
In a steady-state, the flux of metabolites by dephospho

rylation (J@,,)and further transport out of brain is:

I b* 1
S â€”k@ I â€œ@2 l_ â€˜@I'@3
(?Iil@ mÂ°Â° @k?'+k?'jk?'+k?' a Â°Â°, q.

whereM@',,(oo)is [Ki'kflC@(oo)/[k?'k@']in steady-state.Note
that J@,, is independent of k?'. Of course, the flux J@,,
should be the sameas the flux J@of tracer FIX) trans
ported from the circulation into brain and further phos
phorylated,

I i@* 1 v*i@*
J* _ K5C51oo'I â€˜@I_ â€œ1'@3C5 oo 14

Inâ€” I a@ â€˜Lk@+k?']k?'Ã·k?' a@

In fact, the significanceof the k? term is not to determine
the lossof metabolitesbut to determine, togetherwith the
k? term, the magnitude of the M@/M@â€•ratio in steady
state. The high k? and k?' values ofthe constrained method
simply indicate that the exchange between the precursor
and metabolic compartments was more vigorous than
determined in previous longer studies (Le., 3-'-'5 hr) in
which k?' averaged 0.055 â€”0.075 min' (7,11,19). How
ever, the k?'/k?' ratio was well within the range observed
in the longer studies (8.5â€”12.5), especially when the brain
vascular volume was taken into account (1 1).

The high k?' and k@valuesof the constrained method
were comparable to values estimated in biochemical stud
ies. Some authors directly measured the contents of

glucose analogues and their phosphated metabolites
(M@(t) and M@(t)) in brain biochemically or with mag
netic resonance spectroscopy (20â€”22).When data of 45
mm after introduction of tracer was fitted by the equation
M,@(t) = k?' f/ M?(t)dt â€”k@ f7 M@(t)dt, the k?' esti
mates averaged 0. 120â€”0.124 min@ and k@'0.01 5 â€”0.023
min'.

Lumped Constant
The constrained method does not require explicit

knowledge of A because the regional cerebral glucose uti
lization is, in fact, calculated by:

Ca
Jfl(?f _ â€˜P/K* + (r â€”â€˜P)/K?â€•

where Ca @5the arterial plasma glucose concentration. The
equation shows that the glucose utilization is given by two
regionalestimatesand two constantsassumedto havelittle
regional or intersubject variation. With the constrained
method, the two models yielded identical values for the
regionalcortical glucoseutilization with the useof a time
dependentâ€˜Pvalue in the k3-model.

Reivich et al. (16) applied the original method of So
koloffet al. (2) to human brain and experimentally meas
ured the whole brain value of A as 0.52. To derive the
value,the authorsassumedno dephosphorylationof FDG
6-phosphate. However, on the basis of the k@'-modeland
with knowledge of the transfer coefficients, the authors
suggestedthat the value of A could be determined by
measuring arterio-venous differences oftracer and glucose.
Using a method established for this purpose by Matsuda
et al. (23), Redies and Diksic (24) obtained a value for
FDG of 0.68 in ferrets in good agreement with the result
of the present study.
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Erratum
Intheâ€œNuclearMedicineWeekUpdateâ€•box(Newsline.JNuclMed1991;32:31N),thedatesforNMWwereprintedincorrectly.
ThecorrectdatesforNMWareJuly28throughAugust3@ArticlesintheMay1991NewslineandJune1991JNMTw11Ipreview
this year'sposterandbutton.




